Progress in the Development of Fe-Based PGM-Free Electrocatalysts for the Oxygen Reduction Reaction.
Development of alternative energy sources is crucial to tackle challenges encountered by the growing global energy demand. Hydrogen fuel, a promising way to store energy produced from renewable power sources, can be converted into electrical energy at high efficiency via direct electrochemical conversion in fuel cells, releasing water as the sole byproduct. One important drawback to current fuel-cell technology is the high content of platinum-group-metal (PGM) electrocatalysts required to perform the sluggish oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Addressing this challenge, remarkable progress has been made in the development of low-cost PGM-free electrocatalysts synthesized from inexpensive, earth-abundant, and easily sourced materials such as iron, nitrogen, and carbon (Fe-N-C). PGM-free Fe-N-C electrocatalysts now exhibit ORR activities approaching that of PGM electrocatalysts but at a fraction of the cost, promising to significantly reduce overall fuel-cell technology costs. Herein, recent developments in PGM-free electrocatalysis, demonstrating increased fuel-cell performance, as well as efforts aimed at understanding the key limiting factor, i.e., the nature of the PGM-free active site, are summarized. Further improvements will be accomplished through the controlled and/or rationally designed synthesis of materials with higher active-site densities, while at the same time establishing methods to mitigate catalyst degradation.